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Munitions (plural munition) is a term used in the United States and the Commonwealth of Nations to describe
munitions, both live and inert (including explosives and propellants, whether packaged or loose), in their
various forms and states of readiness. Common forms include artillery shells, grenades, bombs, mines,

landmines, torpedoes, rockets, and missiles. A munition can also refer to the weapon(s) that delivers it. A
munition is thus the specific payload within a weapon, including the fusing, guiding, and firing mechanisms.

The weapon itself may be called a missile, although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably. A
munition's casing, explosive, and fusing may be referred to as a cartridge. The term cartridge has also been
used to refer to a warhead on a bomb. However, the word is a term of art that refers to the explosive charge
within a shell rather than the shell itself. A munition's guidance system is usually referred to as an artillery
fuse. It is located inside the munition, and is a system that regulates the time, or degree of fuzing, and the

trajectory or angle of impact. It receives information from a radar, a satellite, a radar that locates the target, or
any other remotely guided system. Munitions are issued in numbers from a standardized inventory. The

numbers are usually also expressed in terms of a so-called quantities of fire (QOF), or sometimes number of
rounds. Numbers in standard military munitions are in parts per thousand. Munitions that destroy or damage

human targets are collectively known as antipersonnel weapons. Munitions used to destroy non-human targets
such as tanks and shipping and aircraft are collectively known as antipersonnel weapons. The former are

explosives; the latter are explosives plus tracers, anti-tank or anti-aircraft rockets, and the like. An ammunition
belt is a link in the chain of fire. Its purpose is to spread ammunition along the line of fire so that a single
weapon can be fired. On modern infantry weapons, it also loads magazines (usually in two- or four-round

quantities) into the weapon, and removes spent ammunition from the weapon. Some rifles have an
ammunition holder built into the stock, but these are rarely called "magazines". U.S. Army Standard

Department of the Army However, the term "ammunition" is often loosely applied to other types of energetic
materials. For example 2d92ce491b
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